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as a an antiphonal call seeking a response; is there 
anybody out there, where are you, who are you, how 
are you, is there a ‘we’? Through the DIY tenderness 
sometimes speaking softly, finding support for needed 
amplification, curious about who might be listening, 
who might be sounding, do we sound the same? Can we 
do this differently? To what? 
Do we have a microphone? A stand? Why aren’t the 
amps working? Did you turn the power on? Can you 
hear me??? Ohh, yes, yes, nettle salad, that’s how we 
met, up in the sky, tentative greetings in corridors, 
paper plates, in a lift. Gossip, laughter, anger, 
frustration, at last together, mirth, kisses, psychedelic 
unicorns, macho intellectuals and glitter balls. Yes. 
And No.
Of strings and strings, that bind, that are bound to 
come undone, that are “useful ways of thinking”… 
“vulvas, bears and lions”. But what draws us together, 
any more than string? That sound, beating from 
anger and neglect, a rebellious drumming, a coded 
communication spat through stubborn teeth in spaces 
of our own making. Domestic, private, personal, 
intimate … and loud, loud with friendships emerging 
through sound. Musical relationships passed on 
and on, inspired further, held together, tentatively, 
sing, string snaps. Of feminist utopias and sounding 
bubbles, sinking, shaped, blown and held afloat again 























the.question.What, in the historical present, might 













































7Amy Cunningham, Smart Appliances (2014-15), single screen HD video, mezzo soprano, cello, fridge hum and synthesiser, 10 minutes, 
[extract from original score]
amy cunningham
Listening in the middle distance




























































































Andra McCartney & 
Sandra Gabriele 





























collection,.Negotiated Moments: Improvisation, 
Sound and Subjectivity..In.this.paper,.I.consider.









































































 TheRE Are vulvae around you if you choose to see 
The Strange Life of the Savages
A queer art collective – The Strange Life of the 
Savages – has been installing rope bondage 
sculptures shaped as vulvae in urban environments 
as a way to confront passers-by with representations 
of femininity, body, and sexuality. The places 
are chosen out of aesthetic reasons or because of 
































Monument for German reunification (Berlin, 1962)





























































Rope meets wheatpaste (Alfama, Lisbon)
13
annie goh
GenDyTrouble: Cyber*Feminist Computer Music 
0..Introduction












































































3.0.Current episodes of GenDyTrouble: 




















































































TDK EC-6M, 6-minute looping cassette
Photo: Fridman Gallery, NYC













































































































































































































































Claudia Firth & 
lucia farinati 
An excerpt from The Force of Listening,.a.forthcoming.book.by...
. . ....... ........Lucia.Farinati.and.Claudia.Firth.published.by.Errant.Bodies.Press





















4th May, “…Claudia is travelling Zimbabwe. taking the 
album to the BaTonga Community … she is continuing 
podcast showcasing the BaTonga women as they take 
























































Does everything contribute to what we make 
and how we make it? 
Does everything contribute to how we understand 
in personally, temporally & culturally specific ways? 
Do views on gender 
mix with views on technology 
mix with everything else 












































































































































































The Frivolous Cake in Response to Helen Bowater, Peter Seddon, 2014


























Low quality sonic snapshots: the smartphone as   



































































































































































The.Adverts.One Chord Wonders.•. ..And.The.Native.Hipsters.There Goes Concorde Again.•.Armed.Force.Popstar.•.Big.In.Japan.Suicide A GoGo
•.Elti-Fits.Going Straight.•.Honey.Bane.Girl On The Run.•.Girls.At.Our.Best.Getting Nowhere Fast.•.Liliput.Eisiger.Wind.•.Ludus.Mother’s 



















In the portal-quest, the protagonist enters a new world; 
in the immersive, the protagonist is part of the fantastic 
world; in the intrusion, the fantastic breaks into 
the primary world (which might or might not be our 



























As disoriented, we can feel out of place, uncomfortable,
uneasy, and unsettled. The standard sense of 
being disoriented in physical spaces is related: as 
disoriented, we can feel and act lost, we don’t know 
how to interact appropriately with our surrounding 
environments or with others around us. As disoriented, 
we tend not to know our proper objects of action and 
attention: what actions we should aim to complete, 
who or what we should interact with in the world, 
what stands to help or harm us. …I understand 
disorientations to involve dimensions of affective as 
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Why I started Tom Tom Magazine: The Only 































































































Adventures in promoting equality and accessibility in   









































Performing at an algorave in Sheffield (2015)
FIRE performing at an Algarve in Birmingham (2014)
37

































































Could art be useful? ...art must not be used anymore as 
another elaborate means of fleeing from thinking because 
of the multiplying amount of information each person 
needs to process in order to come to any kind of decision 
about what kind of planet one wants to live on before 
business, religion, and government succeed in blowing it 
out of the solar system. 
Let art continue to be entertaining, escapist, 
stunning, glamorous, and NATURALISTIC – but let it also 
be loaded with information worked into the vapid plots 
























A journey to the end of love, after David Austen


















































































6.Barthes,.R..1978..A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments.
(Vintage:.London,.2002),.167
7.Ibid,.168
8.Goldblatt,.D..2007. ‘Nietzsche and Ventriloquism’, VOICE 
& VOID,.Edited.by.Trummer,.T..(Ridgefield,.CT:.Aldrich.
Museum.of.Contemporary.Art,.2007).70










































































Our Names online version at www.ournames.org.



























































Context for these fragments can be found in the 
writings available at: 
http://www.analogtara.net/wp/publications/ 
Tara Rodgers





































































































































The Fjord and the Groin
Ballast performance, Victoria Gray, VIVA! Art Action International Performance Festival, Montréal Canada. 














Virginia Kennard & 
Emi Pogoni 
Moral Panic 
Since.submitting.how do i look?.for.SGFA.2014.
with.Emi.Pogoni,.Emi.and.i.have.collaborated.on.
another.performance,.called.Speaking as a bodily 



























































Noisy Femmes and their Sexist Microphone. Hannah Blumhardt and 
Marlea Black. Photo by Fern King, Toi Po-neke Gallery, June 2015
i’m selling shoes obviously – an homage to Guy Bourdin

















lines:.Stupid Sardines; Moral Panic; Freeky Litanies 1.0.
plus.movement.works.to.accompany.them.
http://hearthis.at/bettylightbulb




















































co-wrote.In The Field.(2013)..His.artworks.have.included.51° 32 
‘ 6.954” N / 0° 00 ‘ 47.0808” W (2008),.Noli Me Tangere.(2009),.
Some Memories of Bamboo.(2009).and.Air Pressure.(2011-2013),.
a.collaboration.with.anthropologist.Rupert.Cox..In The Shadow 































































August.2014);.N30: Live at the WTO Protest November 30, 1999;.
and.the.albums.Favorite Intermissions: Music Before and Between 
Beethoven-Holst-Stravinsky.(GD.Stereo,.2007);.of silences 
intemporally sung.(reductive,.2012);.Phonopolis.(Masters.









Lucia Farinati & Claudia Firth
Lucia.Farinati.and.Claudia.Firth.are.London.based.cultural.
























































































































century..Laura’s.monograph,.British Women Composers and 
Instrumental Chamber Music in the Early Twentieth Century.
was.published.by.Ashgate.in.2013.and.her.chapter.on.
intergenerational.relationships.in.women’s.music.was.
published.in.Gender, Age and Musical Creativity,.Ashgate.2015..
Chloe.was.Administrative.Manager.for.Michael.Clark.Company.
and.is.now.Company.Manager.for.Tavaziva.Dance..Holly.Jarvis.




Sound: Noise, Affect and Aesthetic Moralism.(Bloomsbury,.2017).













































































works.include.A journey to the end of love, after David Austen,.Art.
























































































Choreographic Practices,.and.Journal of Dance & Somatic 
Practice.and.chapters.in.the.edited.books,.Kinesthetic Empathy 
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